Recently Stepanov and Tutik [1] proposed a new approach to the relativistic 1/JV expansion by applying the method of h expansion. They argued that this method resolves the difficulties associated with the previous attempts [2-5] to apply the shifted 1/JV method to the Dirac equation. Since most of the previous attempts made some assumptions to reduce the Dirac equation to a Schrödinger type equation with energy dependent potential [6] , not only the lowest order 1/JV result does not reproduce the exact Coulomb result but the full 1/JV expansion too.
Recently Stepanov and Tutik [1] proposed a new approach to the relativistic 1/JV expansion by applying the method of h expansion. They argued that this method resolves the difficulties associated with the previous attempts [2] [3] [4] [5] to apply the shifted 1/JV method to the Dirac equation. Since most of the previous attempts made some assumptions to reduce the Dirac equation to a Schrödinger type equation with energy dependent potential [6] , not only the lowest order 1/JV result does not reproduce the exact Coulomb result but the full 1/JV expansion too.
Though the method proposed by Stepanov and Tutik reproduced the perturbation series for the Coulomb result, it has the same limitation as the previous attempts, viz. the lowest order term, unlike the Schrödinger case does not reproduce the Coulomb result. However, if one takes the choice of the shift parameter in a manner similar to that used for the Schrödinger equation [7, 8] it can be shown that the lowest order energy term obtained by the method of reference [1] reproduces the coupling constant expansion upto the sixth order.
In this paper we use this criterion to determine the shift parameter and show explicitly for the Dirac Reprint requests to Prof. R. Roychoudhury, Physics and Applied Mathematics Unit, Indian Statistical Institute, 203 Barrackpore Trunk Road, Calcutta 700035, India.
Coulomb potential that E 0 gives correctly terms upto at least sixth order in the coupling constant. We then apply this method to a screened Coulomb potential of the form
which has been studied by several authors [9] [10] [11] . Recently, Panja et al. [12] studied this potential in the framework of a spin dependent KG equation. To simulate the effect of spin on the relativistic motion of the particle a spin dependent term is included in this KG framework. However, we think the spin 1/2 particle should be treated in the Dirac frame if possible, and Stepanov and Tutik have shown that this can be done and one can calculate corrections upto any order albeit it needs rather involved algebra for large order corrections. In this paper we suggest another choice of the shift parameter in addition to [1] , which gives zero for the first order correction.
The essential steps of the modified 1/JV relativistic approximation as formulated in [1] 
Equations (1) and (2) can be reduced to a Riccati like equation of the form 3 P
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where
m 0 , V 0 , m,, V, etc., are defined by the expansions of V and m in the following way:
and k is given by
, where a = (7 + 2 -s
As mentioned earlier, our choice of a is such that £^=0. We know that in Schrödinger problems it exactly reproduces the harmonic oscillator and (5) Coulomb results. We apply the same ansatz for the following cases. (6) Equation (3) can be solved by expanding E, C, and Q in powers of h, viz.,
Coulomb Problem
If we apply this ansatz to the Dirac-Coulomb prob-ß lern with V(r) = , m 0 = m, m i = 0, i > 0, then the and then equating equal powers of h from both sides of (3). The relevant results for our discussion are the followin § values for 'o. and E x are obtained following. For h -* 0, the lowest order energy term is given by
where r 0 is so chosen as to make the effective potential (E 0 ) minimum, i.e. r 0 is determined from Since we have two unknown parameters, viz. k (dewhere pending on the shift a) and r 0 , we need another equation apart from (9) . This is provided by putting con- 
Screened Coulomb Potential
We apply the above method for the Dirac equation would give k and r 0 , and E 0 is then obtained from (8) .
In Table 1 , we give the eigenvalues for several values of Z running from 14 to 84 for 2S-2 P states both for the choice of shift suggested in the present paper and for the choice of shift suggested in [1] . It may be mentioned in this connection that in [1] , two choices of a were suggested, viz., (i) a = 2 -s and (ii) a = -(2n + 2s -1). Now the choice (i) always gives k = 2 for j = j and hence cannot distinguish between the ground state E, 1/2 and the excited state 1/2 > which makes it unrealistic for the present calculation. Hence we restrict our choice to a = -(2n + 2s-1). This choice, however, fails to lift the degeneracy among the states £ 2 1/2 , E, 1/2 and E, 3/2 since in all these cases the value of n +1 remains the same. Since our choice is such that E^O, we have calculated the first order correction for the choice a = -(2n + 2s -1), and the corrected values are also shown in Table 1 (square brackets with * marks). The addition of the first order correction considerably improves the results of Stepanov and Tutik's model. However, in many cases the correction terms are high. (In one case it is almost 50 percent of the value shown against E 0 .) Hence we think our approach will be convenient for estimation purposes when we limit ourselves to the lowest order energy term. To conclude, we have suggested an alternative choice of shift in the relativistic 1/N expansion method which gives quite accurate values at the lowest level and is especially suitable for modified Coulomb type potentials if one restricts oneself to the lowest order energy term. Note: a* is the shift obtained from the formula a* = -(2n + 2s -1).
